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ABSTRACT 
We report on high-accuracy, high-resolut ion ( < 20mas) stellar measurements obtained in the near infrared (~ 
2.2 microns) at the Palomar 200 inch telescope using two elliptical (3 m x 1.5 m) sub-apertures located 3.4 m 
apart . Our interferometric coronagraph, known as the "Palomar Fiber Nuller" (PFN), is located downstream 
of the Palomar adaptive optics (AO) system and recombines the two separate beams into a common single-
mode fiber. The AO system acts as a " fr inge tracker", maintaining the optical path difference (OPD) between 
the beams around an adjustable value, which is set to the central dark interference fringe. AO correction 
ensures high efficiency and stable inject ion of the beams into the single-mode fi ber. A chopper wheel and a fast 
photometer are used to record short ( < 50ms per beam) interleaved sequences of backgro.und, individual beam 
and interferometric signals. In order to analyze these chopped null data sequences, we developed a new statistical 
method , baptized "Null Self-Calibration" (NSC), which provides astrophysical null measurements at the 0.001 
level, wi th 1 a uncertainties as low as 0.0003. Such accuracy translates into a dynamic range greater than 1000:1 
within the diffraction limit , demonstrating that the approach effectively bridges the tradit ional gap between 
regular coronagraphs, limited in angular resolution , and long baseline visibility interferometers, whose dynamic 
range is restricted to ~ 100:1. As our measurements are extremely sensitive to the brightness distribution very 
close to the opt ical axis, we were able to constrain the stellar diameters and amounts of circumstellar emission 
for a sample of very bright stars. With the improvement expected when the PALM-3000 extreme AO system 
comes on-line at Palomar, the same instrument now equipped with a state of the art low noise fast read-out near 
IR camera, will yield 10- 4 to 10- 3 contrast as close as 30 mas for stars with K magnitude brighter than 6. Such 
a system will provide a unique and ideal tool for the detection of young ( < 100 Myr) self-luminous planets and 
hot debris disks in the immediate vicinity (0.1 to a few A Us) of nearby ( < 50pc) stars. 
K eywords: infrared: stars - instrumentation: coronagraphs, interferometers - stars: circumstellar matter -
stars: individual (a Boo, Vega, p Per) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Near infrared coronagraphs working with current-generation AO systems mounted on large (diameter D > 5 m) 
ground based telescopes have inner working angles limited to 300 mas or more. In the case of t radit ional Lyot 
coronagraphs, 1 • 2 this limit is directly fixed by the size of the occulting focal plane mask. In the case of phase 
coronagraphs, the practical resolution limit for deep (say 10- 4 contrast or better) imaging at near infrared 
wavelengths is also ~ 5 to 10 >../D because of residual wavefront corrugations.3 Operation closer to the axis 
(~ >.. / D) is only possible with extreme AO, such as is demonst rated by observations wit h a 1.5 m diameter 
well corrected subaperture.4 Future coronagraphs such as SPHERE5 and GPI,C' using extreme AO on large 
8 m telescopes, will soon allow improved performance close to the opt ical axis. However , even wit h these next 
generation instruments, high cont rast in the near infrared will only be available at ~ 3 >../D, i.e at least 100 
mas away from the optical axis. Near infrared interferometry operates in a very different angular regime. The 
resolution ranges from 20 to 30 mas when using sub-apertures of 5 to 8m telescopes, to a mas or better using 
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Figure 1. Left: PFN sky transmission over 0.6" x 0.6" field of view, assu ming a " hori:wntal" 3.41 m baseline separating 
two elliptical sub-apertures (3 m x 1.5 m). Top right: PFN transmission vs separation, along baseline direction. Bottom 
right: Maximum transmission versus baseline rotation angle, as a function of separation. 
separate telescopes (e.g. the recent beautiful CHARA MlRC infrared images of the transiting disk in the c: 
Aurigae system7). 
The fiber nulling interferometric approach was vaJidated in the laboratory, using monochromatic visible light8 
initially, and then broad-band near infrared light in H9 and K10 band. Hs principle is to combine two spatially 
separated beams into a common single-mode fiber while maintaining a 7T' differential phase shift between t he 
beams. Since the individual wavefronts of the two sub-apertures arc spatially filtered by the fiber, the accessible 
cancellation level is primarily fixed by the residual OPD between the two sub-apertures, and not by the individual 
wavefront errors.11 This fundamental proper ty allows the occurrence of frequent deep quasi-instantaneous (a 
few ms) nulls, even when the individual stellar wavefronts are extracted from a large telescope characterized by 
the Strehl ratio of current AO systems (~ 70% at I< band). Nulling two sub-apertures of diameter d separated 
by a distance b, the 50% transmjssion point corresponds to an off-axis separation >. / 4b, whllc the field of view 
FWHM is limited to~ >. / d. The Palomar Fiber Nullcr (PFN) observes in the K band and uses two elliptical 3m 
x l.5m sub-apertures located a distance b= 3.4m apart. Hs sky transmission is represented in figure 1, showing 
a 50% transmission point at 33 mas -to be compared with the 200 mas FWHM sub-aperture field of view, and 
the full telescope 90 mas PSF. In essence, a fiber nuller system offers a natural complement to a traditional 
coronagraph: from a resolut ion standpoint, it starts working where a regular coronagraph stops and vice versa. 
The PFN first generation system depicted here was built as a sky t chnological demonstrator and restricted 
to the observations of very bright stars. After a short presentation of the PFN optical set-up and observing 
methodology, we discuss the data reduction strategy specifically developed for the PFN. Finally we present. ihe 
results obtained on nine bright stars, for which accurate sizes arc determined, and excess circumstcllar emission 
is characterized down to the 0 .1 % level. 
2. OPTICAL SET-UP AND METHODOLOGY 
A full description of the PFN hardware is given in a recent fiber nuller design paper.10 The PFN (figure 2) is 
'lnountcd on a stand alone 4' x 2' bread-board inser ted downstream of the Palomar AO system, in place of the 
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Figure 2. Palomar Fiber Nuller optical layout. The pupil rotator (K-mirror) rotates the image of t he fixed pupil mask on 
t he telescope primary. H band light fringe tracker operationa l in the laboratory, but not tested 011 the sky. T he K-band 
single-mode fiber's output is detected on a single pixel photometer (unshown). Sec text for details. 
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Figure 3. Chopped signal recorded on a Her. Cycle period: T = 186 ms. Five successive cycles are shown, each with 
alternate measurements of dark ("D"), interferometric (" A+ B") and individual ("A", "B") beam intensities. Parts of a 
cycle located around beam transitions are discarded. 
standard near infra.red PHARO camera. Under average seeing conditions and for the bright stars considered 
here, the AO system12 delivers to the PFN an input wavefront with a typical 200 to 250 nm rms figure in the K 
band. The AO system can be thought at as a first order fringe tracker, maintaining the relative phase difference 
between the 2 beams to be nulled. After the AO bench, a fold mirror delivers the f/ 16 converging beam to the 
PFN. On the PFN bench, after collimation, the stellar beam first go s through a "K-mirror" used to rotate the 
pupiJ with respect to the PFN. The beam subsequently goes through a mask with two elliptical holes defining 
the fiber nu lier sub-apertures (3 m x 1.5 m equivalent sizes on the primary) and interferometr ic baseline (3.41 m 
equivalent length on the primary) . A split mirror alJows independent control of the beams optical paths and 
directions. A dichroic inserted in each of the 2 sub-beams (denoted "A" and "B" ) provides angle tracking in 
the J band. The K band science beams go through a spatial chopper providing alternate measmements of dark 
(" D") , including detector and background contributions), interferometric(" A+ B") and individual (A, B) beam 
intensit ies (figure 3) over cycles of c:= 200 rns. 
A chevron shaped piece of infrasil glass brings the 2 science beams closer to each other (for better injection 
efficiency into the fiber , typically 40%) and introduces a constant. differential glass thlckness between the beams. 
This differential thickness is set to the va,lue minimizing the wideband null over the K band, using same principle 
as previously demonstrated in N-band.13 Fina.Jly, a common off-axis parabola is used for recombination, injecting 
the two beams into a single-mode fiber. The fiber output is then re-imaged onto a fast single-pixel infrared 
(foGaAs) photometer. For a given target, the observations start by optimizing the Aux injected into the fiber 
for each of the i:mb-beams using I.he two tip-tilt mirrors of the PFN. While the stellar position is maintained 
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Figure 4. Fringe scan recorded on a Her by varying the OPD in one arm of t he P FN (raw data sampled every 10 ms) . 
AO correction and J-band angle tracking typically stabilize the individual beams photometry at the 3-103 rms level over 
five minutes. Such interferograms are ui;ed to locate the central fringe (best null) position 
on the angle tracking camera (J-band), the optical path difference (OPD) between the beams is scanned via a 
PZT driven mirror (split mirror) , and a broad-band interferogram is recorded on the K-band detector (figure 4) . 
This fringe scan allows the determination of the central fringe (deepest null) position and the instrument phase 
is set at this "null" OPD position. Typically 1 to 5 minute long chopped sequences are then recorded per target , 
alternating rapidly between individual beams, dark and null signal measurements. In the cases of a Her, /3 Peg 
and Vega, the K-mirror was rotated to provide different baseline orientations on the sky and to begin to test the 
baseline rotation and signal modulation aspects. 
3. PFN'S OBSERVABLE AND DATA REDUCTION 
Given a series of ~ 200ms long cycles, each consisting of successive Dark (D), interferometric (A+ B) and 
individual (A,B) measurements, one computes the quantities: 
f N(t) = 
11 (t) 
i 2(t) = 
f p(t) = 
Nobs(t) 
(A + B)(t) - D(t ) 
A(t) - b(t) 
B(t ) - b(t) 
i1(t ) + i2(t) + 2J i 1(t).i2 (t) 
JN(t ) 
f p(t) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Within a given cycle, the quantity (A+B)(t) is the instantaneous interferometric signal (close to null) recorded 
every 2 ms, while A(t), B(t) and D(t) are the measured averages of A, B and D over the same cycle. JN (t), f p(t) , 
i 1 (t) and i 2(t) serve as best estimates of the instantaneous null, peak and individual signals IN (t), l p(t) , li(t) 
and h(t ) at the time of an (A+B) interferometric measurement. Nobs(t) is the observed normalized instantaneous 
null depth, based on the measured chopped signals. 
In the case of the PFN, the two beams are injected into a common single-mode fiber. Neglecting any differ-
ential polarization effects in the beam train, the recorded interferometric signal (A+ B )( t) can be approximated 
by: 
(A + B)(t) = 11(t) + 11 (t) + 2IVl-Vli(t )I2(t ).cos(A</>(t) + </>v ) + D(t) (6) 
Where IVI is the complex modulus of the source visibility, </>v its phase, and <f>(t) the instantaneous differential 
phase between the beams, maintained close to 1r. Using equations 1 to 6, Nobs(t) can be modeled as: 
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N ( ) Ii(t) + h(t) + 2IVI · J I1 (t)l 2(t).cos(¢(t) + <Pv )) (D(t) - D(l)) mode1l= ' () + A () I p t fp t (7) 
All PFN data are analyzed using this expression. In the deep null regime (Nobs(t) << 1), it reduces to: 
N (t) - (Nas (dl) 2 (t) (A¢)2 (t)) (lp(t)) (D(t) - D(t)) 
model - + 4 + 4 · j p ( t) + j p ( t) (8) 
where Nas is the target astrophysical null depth, a simple function of the object complex visibility V at the 
PFN's baseline: 
Na.~= 1 - IVI 
1 + IVI (9) 
Equation (8) shows that in addition to the constant astrophysical contribution Nas, the observed null depth 
includes some t ime variable instrumental terms. The main contributors (always positive) are the beam intensity 
mismatch term in (dl) 2 (t), - with di defined as dl(t) = [Ii (t) - I2(t)]/[li (t) + J2(t)] - , and the phase mismatch 
term in (A¢)2 (t) , where A</> is the instantaneous phase difference between the beams (referred to 7r). 
Rather than fit ting Nobs(t) by Nmode1(t) during a given few minutes long sequence, we fi t the observed 
distribution of null values by the expected distribution of Nmodel values. The observable extracted from a given 
PFN chopped sequence is then the distribution of the measured null values Nous (t). The key advantage of this 
approach is that although none of the instantaneous di, Ip and dark terms of Eq (8) are actually measured, 
their distributions can be accurately derived using the Ii , 12, and Dark values recorded at slightly different t imes 
inside the sequence (see also Hanot et al. in these proceedings). In practice, if Pobs(Ni) is the observed null 
probability density around null value Ni and Pmodei(Ni) is the theoretical one, one perform:> a goodness of fit 
test by forming the Pearson x2 quantity: 
(10) 
The only major assumption made in our modeling is that the differential phase has a Gaussian distribution, 
which is in good agreement with studies of residual phase after AO correction. 14 The only parameters of the 
model distribution which are not directly derived from the chopped data are then the astrophysical null depth 
Nas and the differential phase mean and rms values. For each value of these three parameters, one generates 
a null sequence Nmode1(t) and computes the corresponding histogram. The parameters and error bars are then 
found by minimizing the reduced x2 = Q / (M-4), where Mis the number of bins in the histogram). A typical 
null sequence, and the result of such a histogram fit are shown in figure 5 in the case of the giant star (3 Peg. 
The agreement between the observed and best fit modeled distributions is generally excellent, with reduced 
x2 consistently around unity for a ll observations reported. This makes us confident that the modeling approach 
is sound. In addition, when several sequences are acquired for a given star and baseline orientation (case of a 
Boo, fig. 6), the derived null depths are extremely reproducible: at the 0.1 % rms level or better. This is even 
true under changing observing conditions, e.g. apparent fluctuat ions of mean differential phase or overall seeing 
quality. This shows that the statistical null analysis method allows robust and accurate "self-calibration" of the 
data: no calibrator star is needed down to the 0.1 % rms null accuracy or better. We therefore call this method 
"null self-calibration" or NSC. A more complete discussion of this post-processing method's principle, ultimate 
performance and general implications will be given in forthcoming papers (Hanot et al. in prep, Mennesson et 
al. in prep.) 
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Figure 5. Top: null sequence obtained on (3 Peg (typical results, July 2009). Bottom, plain curve: observed null histogram. 
Bottom: dashed curve: best fit model null histogram. T he best fit parameters are: Nao = 0.0089 ± 0.0004, mean 
differential phase = 0.29 radian , differential phase rms = 0.48 radian . 
4. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 
Astrophysical nulls were measured with the PFN on nine stars over five nights: July 21 2008, November 11 
& 12 2008, and July 10 & 11 2009. The 2009 data were obtained with an upgraded angle tracking camera 
and an achromatic beam recombination system, providing better null accuracy (typically 0.1% rms or better). 
As discussed in the previous section, some engineering parameters can also be derived from the observed null 
distributions, in particular the residual phase jitter after AO correction. The derived K band phase jitter ranges 
from 0.3 radian (~ 100 nm) rms under good seeing condit ions (July 2009) to 0.6 radian (~ 200nm) rms under bad 
seeing conditions (November 2008) . Taking into account the spatial averaging of the phase in each sub-aperture, 
these figures are well aligned with the AO performance which predicts a typical residual wavefront rms error of 
200 to 250 nm over the full telescope aperture. 
Various types of astronomical test observations were carried out: resolved giant stars already well char-
acterized by long baseline interferometry, binary systems with known orbital parameters and flux ratios, and 
unresolved stars with possible excess emission. Fig. 6 compares the stellar nulls measured by the PFN to the 
values expected from near IR long baseline interferometric measurements of the stellar photospheres. The agree-
ment is excellent for standard giants and supergiants (a Boo, a Her, /3 And) , and for the binary system a Aur. 
Conversely, significant departure from naked photosphere models is detected for three of the variable mass losing 
stars: a Ori, p Per and x Cyg. These measurements will be analyzed thoroughly in a forthcoming publication 
(Mennesson et al. in prep.). We only summarize hereafter the results obtained on three of the targets, illustrating 
instrumental performance in terms of null depth and accuracy (i.e. contrast). 
For all stars, the expected null values are computed using equation 9, relating the astrophysical null depth 
Nas to the object's visibility V at the PFN's baseline B and effective wavelength >.: 
f I(if) eJ·2"B.9/>-dif 
V(>.) = J I (O)dif (11) 
I(if) is the sour.ce brightness distribut ion at a wavelength >., including the lobe antenna of the fiber. The 
baseline B corresponds to the center to center distance between the two ellipt ical 1.5 x 3m sub-apert ures of the 
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Figure 7. Astrophysical null depth (left vertical axis) and corresponding object's visibility (right vertical axis) measured 
as a function of time for a Boo. No calibrator star is used , visibilities are derived using the null self-calibration technique. 
All individual null error bars are below 0.0006, overall astrophysical null estimate is 0.0132 ± 0.0003, or equivalently V= 
0.9739 ± 0.0006. The dashed line indicates the expected null depth (or visibility) at the PFN 3.4 m baseline, using a 
Boo's limb darkening model derived by long baseline interferomet ry. 15 
primary 5m diameter mirror. Based on the optical model of the telescope and on engineering data, the derived 
PFN interferometric baseline is 3.40 m ± 0.085m. Observations are made in a waveband covering 2.05 to 2.35 
microns. Given the detector chromatic efficiency and the K-band filter transmission curve, the effective (center) 
wavelength of the PFN is determined to be 2.16 microns. The effective wavelength exhibits very small variations 
( < 3nm) versus stellar temperature, and is assumed constant for all stars considered here. 
4.1 a Boo 
Figure 7 show8 a series of five consecutive null (or equivalently visibility) measurements obtained on a Boo over 
a period of an hour, illustrating the accuracy of the NSC data processing, and the stability of the measurements. 
The astrophysical null depth derived for a Boo, using no calibrator observations, is 1.32% ± 0.03%. 
The most accurate long baseline interferometric observations of a Boo determine a limb darkening diameter of 
20.91 mas± 0.08mas,15• 16 and an effective temperature of 4300 K. They also conclude that no strong photometric 
asymmetry or bright 8tellar companion is present in the immediate stellar environment( '.::::'. 1 AU) . Using the 0.350 
linear limb darkening coefficient predicted in t he K band23 for a 4300K giant star with log g = 2.0, and equation (9) 
above, a Boo's expected astrophysical null depth is 1.31 % ± 0.07% at the PFN baseline, in excellent agreement 
with the observed value. The PFN null uncertainty of 3 x 10- 4 translates into an upper (3-sigma) limit of 
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Figure 8. Astrophysical null depths measured on Vega for three different baseline orientations, using the NSC data 
reduction method. Measured nulls are largely below 0.01, with individual error bars of the order of 0.001 or lower. The 
baseline-averaged null depth is 0.0011 +/- 0.0006. These measurements place new upper limits to the flux cont ributed 
by potential sources of extra emission in t he inner 0.2 to 2 AU region around Vega (Mennesson et al. in prep). 
2 x 10- 3 on the K band relative brightness of a companion located 35 to 100 mas away (along the baseline 
direction, see figure 1), i.e. between 0.4 AU and 1.1 AU at a Boo's distance. This limit is comparable to the 8 x 
10- 4 companion brightness upper limit derived at 1 AU from H-band visibility and phase closure measurements 
using the IOTA 3 telescope interferometer. 16 However, the IOTA measurements synthesized a total aperture 
size of 35 x 15 m. , i.e. much larger than the Palomar 5m telescope. This illustrates the point that accurate 
null measurements do not only provide better contrast. They also provide better spatial resolution for a given 
baseline since smaller sources can be reliably resolved. 
4.2 Vega 
Fig 8 summarizes observations of Vega conducted on July 10 2009 under good seeing conditions, providing 
accurate null measurements over three baseline orientations spanning 60 degrees in azimuth. The orientation 
averaged null depth is 0.0011 +/- 0.0006, illustrating the PFN's ability to measure accurate deep nulls at t.he 
0.001 level. In comparison, the expected null depth from Vega's latest photosphere model24 is 0.0004. These 
early PFN measurements already strongly constrain the maximum level of emission due to various potential 
sources of extra emission in Vega's immediate vicinity (Mennesson et al. in prep). 
4.3 p Per 
p Per is an M4II semi-regular variable star with an effective temperature of :::::: 3500K and log g = 0.8, yielding an 
estimated limb darkening K band coefficient of 0.394.23 Using the measured limb darkened diameter of 16.04 mas 
± 0.5 mas19 and equation (9) , the expected null depth is 0.763 ± 0.053 . Conversely, the observed value is 7.43 · 
± 0. 73 , pointing to the largest excess among the stars in our sample, and suggesting a recent significant mass 
loss event since the measurements reported by Richichi et al. 19 More observations are required to constrain the 
source of extra emission, but extended outer molecular layers are expected around this kind of semi-regular M 
giants and could be responsible for the observed excess. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Accurate nulling ground-based measurements have so far been limited to the mid-infrared, where one can take 
advantage of the reduced turbulence and improved wavefront quality. Using a first generation low cost inter-
ferometric coronagraph and a dedicated data reduction algorithm, we have obtained high contrast (better than 
0.13 ) stellar observations in the near infrared, well within the diffraction limit of the Palomar 200 inch telescope. 
This demonstrates that although shorter wavelengths have higher phase fluctuations, high contrast interferom-
etry is also possible in the near infrared , providing higher spatial resolution and much higher sensitivity from 
the ground. With the new PALM-3000 extreme AO system26 coming on-line at Palomar in 2011, simulations 
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indicate that contrasts of the order of 10- 4 to 10- :.1 should be readily accessible on ml( = 6 stars well within the 
diffraction limit of the full telescope. The fiber nuller observing and post processing approach can in principle be 
extended to long baseline interferometers using single-mode fibers for recombination , as long as a fringe tracker 
with standard performance (~ 200 nm rms) and some dispersion capabi lity are availaQle (Mennesson et al. in 
prep). 
A variety of astrophysical fields will generally benefit from this approach. Improved interferometric mea-
surement accuracy helps distinguish between compet ing models, describing for instance the inner regions of 
protoplanetary disks or the central brightness distribution of active galactic nuclei. However, the most signifi-
cant and straight forward contributions seem to be in the direct detection of debris disks hot counter parts and 
massive young planets around nearby ( < 100 pc) stars. Becam;e of contrast limitations at high angular resolution, 
successful direct observations of these faint objects have so far been restricted to the outer (> lOAU) regions 
of the circumstellar environment. Combined to the tenfold improvement in dynamic range gain, near infrared 
measurements over 0.1 to lOAU spatial scales will provide observations of the terrestrial planet forming region 
at unprecedented contrast levels. In the case of young systems, they will help constrain the early dynamical 
process of disk / planets interaction, such as t idal migration, planet destruction, ejection of planetesimals and 
the overall role of massive planets in the evolution of debris disks. As for older debris disks, their inner brightness 
distribution reflects present dust sources (comets, asteroids) , as well as past sinks (Poynting-Robertson drag, 
radiation pressure), and perturbations (collisions, evaporation, planets) sources, revealing some of the system 
formation's history. 
Finally, when used on a single telescope, a fiber nuller system could be fed by an optical stop reflecting the 
very central part of the field (e.g. inner 3 >.. / D) and hence work in conjunction with a regular coronagraph. 
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